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Many among us have reached that age of visits to the dermatologist, and having suspicious moles 

and skin cancers removed. I have a few scars bearing the artwork of my dermatologist who, 

earlier in his career, gained some notoriety for removing a basal cell carcinoma from President 

Bill Clinton about a week before he left office in 2001. Digging out a cancerous lesion involves 

not just the lesion but an additional area around it (taking out some of the good with the bad), as 

an added precaution. Although it is a relatively quick procedure, it can have you feeling like 

they’ve just removed the iceberg that destroyed the Titanic. 

This parable about the weeds among the wheat is trying to address the problem of evil that exists 

in the midst of good.  The servants in the parable, like the disciples hearing the parable, are 

hoping for a definitive order to surgically remove evil. In his book, Parables of the Kingdom, 

Robert Farrer Capon puts it this way: “With Jesus, the device of parabolic utterance is used not to 

explain things to people’s satisfaction but to call attention to the unsatisfactoriness of all their 

previous explanations and understandings.” [p. 6]  

We worry about distinguishing the bad from the good; but perhaps there is a deeper problem: the 

fear of the unknown. We worry about the part of the iceberg that’s below the water’s surface. 

Coupled with our human temptation to fix things, our perception of evil leads us believe that, 

since so much evil must lie below the surface, it is better to root out some of the good with the 

bad (like a cancer surgery). This might be a good way to fix the human body, but I don’t think 

it’s the best technique when we’re dealing with people. In fact, we (a very collective “we” 

embracing all of humanity) have many years of bad history in trying to identify, let alone root 

out, evil. We want to name and eliminate that enemy; we want to master or get rid of the 

unknown. But Jesus speaks of a different way—a better way. Be patient. Observe. Learn. Then 

act faithfully and carefully. God is God. And God will be the final judge of right and wrong, 

good and evil.  

Jesus teaches today in a parable that spoke of a struggle people faced and continue to face to this 

day. He compares the struggle between good and evil to a field of wheat where weeds appear to 

have been sown among the good seed. But what is wheat? What are the weeds?  What is bad? 

What is good? 

As the created ones, we are not perfect. We are neither 100% bad nor 100% good. This, we 

acknowledge when “we confess that we are captive to sin and cannot free ourselves.”  It is the 

confession of the baptized—we who claim that God’s love in Christ saves us and does for us 

what we are unable to do for ourselves. It is the confession of the saved, who acknowledge that 

the temptation to turn our backs on God will trip us up, time and time again. 

We’d like it if Scripture simply gave us all of the answers.  We’d love Jesus’ parables to have 

clean endings where “they all lived happily ever after.” But the point of Jesus’ teachings is not 

about solving problems as much as it is about opening our eyes so that we can take action. God 

called creation “good.” But human tendencies bend frequently toward rebellion. We call it 

“independence,” “making up my own mind,” “standing on my own two feet,” “doing it my 

way.” Is that good or bad? The answer, of course, is “yes.” (It’s both and it’s neither!) 
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We want Scripture to give us all the answers, but the more we read it, the more we delve in to the 

Word, the more we will be challenged, ask questions, and struggle. But that gets us thinking; and 

I believe God wants us to do that. Since we are each a unique creation of God, we won’t have the 

same answers or even the same questions.  But God will shape us to apply what we’ve learned. 

We are more than readers, more than hearers. Inspired by God, we are interpreters of Scripture 

to become doers of the Word. We are followers of Christ in many denominations, and disciples 

of Jesus who discover many ways to live out our faith.    

The struggle can be good when it makes us think about what we believe. Questioning right and 

wrong, evaluating good and evil, asking how God in Christ wants to use us—these things help us 

grow in faith. Compared to “shut up and believe,” I believe it’s a better way to live and learn and 

share the faith.  

A lot of Jesus’ parables will leave us with fewer answers and more questions as we peel back 

each layer and look deeper into what the Spirit is trying to say to us.  

Thankfully, salvation is God’s work, so it doesn’t depend on our knowledge or even our actions. 

But, because God has called, gathered, and enlightened us, God will show us glimpses of the 

Kingdom and show us how to do the work of the Kingdom in this world.  

Martin Luther reminded us that we are at the same time both saint and sinner. We struggle with 

good and evil. We are searching for the answers. Thankfully, God is God over everything, 

including good and evil, so we can enter the struggle and live in the tension. 

If there is one thing we’ve learned, it is this: Wherever the wheat is, the weeds aren’t far behind. 

But we belong to God, and God will not let the weeds choke us out, nor will God all the Evil 

One to snatch us away. Rather, God sustains us to live boldly in the midst of uncertainty, doubt, 

and evil. 

Begin your day, as Luther suggests, by remembering that you belong to God. When you wake up 

in the morning and wash your face, let the water help you recall that you are baptized. You 

belong to God forever.  When you are confronted by evil, uncertainty or doubt, make the sign of 

the cross and proclaim: “I am baptized.” 

The Apostle Paul reminded us: “For you did not receive a spirit of slavery to fall back into fear, 

but you have received a spirit of adoption. When we cry, ‘Abba! Father!’ it is that very Spirit 

bearing witness with our spirit that we are children of God, and if children, then heirs, heirs of 

God and joint heirs with Christ—if, in fact, we suffer with him so that we may also be glorified 

with him.” [Romans 8:15-17] 

Live, love, and serve; and God will be glorified in you and through you. Amen. 


